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Disaster will strike 6 level 16

Disaster came again. This is the second part. The power of destruction is in your hands! Create earthquakes, landslides, viruses and other crazy disasters to destroy all the eggs in each level. In the second episode physics directional disaster puzzle game will attack you need to create earthquakes, launch fireballs and cause other crazy disasters again to
destroy the annoying eggs inside each level. Welcome to the disaster that will strike level 16 Walkthrough Games. Now you are back with wind disasters and two landslides along the way. You also have a number of jam-packed eggs compared to all previous levels. You just need to know that this will be a very different level to explore. The goal is the same:
break all the eggs and do not leave any of them behind. Control these disasters and do your best to use the setting for this level! Read more about the details of the game and how play works for this level. Watch the video tutorial as well! The disaster will strike level 16In disaster Will Strike Level 16, the challenge is fully upgraded by just looking at the game's
setting: teething cartwheels, swinging toothed rods, metal barrels, and hanging sheds with a glass floor. There's definitely a lot going on at this level. You will probably be overwhelmed with everything on the screen. It's okay, take it all in because, in the process, you can use all these things to break all the eggs. This time you will have to work on winds and
landslides. Before doing anything try to absorb the whole setting. Know what specific ingredients should kill eggs. Once you've figured that out, you can start striking disasters one by one! For this degree, it would be natural to use the wind to get that glass floor broken by swinging bars as well as cartwheel ready to catch eggs. The problem will be that the
cartwheel will actually move when the wind is struck. So to avoid that, use other disasters to ensure that the setup is not affected in the process. In this case, the wind can roll cartwheels so to make them stay in place, we landslide to create a space that can make the wheels stuck in place. This should be done before hitting the wind. For the remaining egg,
use the remaining disaster to kill it. Don't expect to always get everything first, that's why we're here to help you! Watch the video tutorial below from 0:05-0.14 for game solutions to disasters that will strike level 16.Test your intelligence and analytical skills to get all the eggs to crack in the disaster that will strike level 16 today! Master this level because there
is more when you pass this. If you want to get ready for the next level, click on another level below to see other game solutions. You can also view level 15 and Level 17 instructions by clicking the left and right buttons respectively, at the top of the page. So what are you waiting for? Play disaster will attack for free on the computer now! For more games like
Check out our list of puzzle games on Games.lol! Qaibo's bad eggs are back, and this time they've got some superpower help. In this catastrophic physics puzzle game that will attack 6, they used super sekrit lab techniques to make armored eggs, and now they're threatening good yolks again to boot! In each level, you will need to use the power of natural
disasters like meteorites and more to smash through defenses and crush the bad eggs, while leaving the good ones intact. Some new disasters may be a bit difficult to use, but experiment with them and you'll figure out how to break your eggs soon enough, and remember the armored eggs need more firepower to crack! With new levels and mechanisms
and the same smashing game fans enjoying, Disaster Will Strike 6 may be full of bad eggs, but that works in its favor! Play Disaster Will Strike 6 Adjust the game screen size 100% Reset Done Disaster back. This is the second part. The power of destruction is in your hands! Create earthquakes, landslides, viruses and other crazy disasters to destroy all the
eggs in each level. In the second episode physics directional disaster puzzle game will attack you need to create earthquakes, launch fireballs and cause other crazy disasters again to destroy the annoying eggs inside each level. Qaibo's bad eggs are back, and this time they've got some superpower help. In this catastrophic physics puzzle game that will
attack 6, they used super sekrit lab techniques to make armored eggs, and now they're threatening good yolks again to boot! In each level, you will need to use the power of natural disasters like meteorites and more to smash through defenses and crush the bad eggs, while leaving the good ones intact. Some new disasters may be a bit difficult to use, but
experiment with them and you'll figure out how to break your eggs soon enough, and remember the armored eggs need more firepower to crack! With new levels and mechanisms and the same smashing game fans enjoying, Disaster Will Strike 6 may be full of bad eggs, but that works in its favor! Play disaster will attack 6 6
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